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I. INTRODUCTION

In 2018, papers on research into “Deep Learning for robotics and automation” overtook every other category of papers presented at ICRA [1], despite any apportionment by authors of such papers to burgeoning conferences like CoRL. However, deep learning is not a traditional robotics topic; it extends earlier neural network approaches developed by computer scientists to solve more difficult problems, and only recently became widespread in 2012 when it started a “revolution” in computer vision [2]. While it is natural that roboticists would adapt the leading techniques in computer vision for robot vision applications, in the last several years deep learning methods have been studied extensively for applications in nearly every major sub-domain of robotics, such as localization [3], action planning [4], grasping and manipulation [5], and optimal control for locomotion [6].

The popularity of deep learning among roboticists is not evidence that it is a fruitful path to a greater scientific understanding into open problems in robotics. Nonetheless, I will argue that the pervasiveness of deep learning in robotics research is not an impediment to scientific insights into robotics problems, but rather leads to a probabilistic and data-driven perspective that will be essential for solving the next generation of robotics challenges.

II. REBUTTAL OF COUNTER ARGUMENTS

This section disputes claims that deep learning methods give inferior, if any, insights into robotics problems, when compared to traditional approaches.

A. Deep Learning Systems Can Be Interpretable and Will Lead to New Scientific Insights into Robotics

One argument against encouraging roboticists to conduct deep learning research states that no scientific insights can be made into a robotics problem by applying a deep learning method to solve it. This argument is driven by the belief that deep learning methods are uninterpretable; that their intermediary operations transform data through internal representations that cannot provide scientific insights into the problem or its solution. On the contrary, even an end-to-end deep learning approach can produce meaningful internal structures and representations, such as the road edge detector learned by a deep learning model for autonomous driving using only unprocessed video inputs [7]. This should make techniques for interpreting deep networks of interest to roboticists; deep features may give insights into problems which decades of development of model-based algorithms have not. Deep neural network interpretability is a highly topical subject, with papers from a recent AAAI workshop on it giving insights such as: why deep networks pay more attention to specific parts images [8] and the purposes of individual neurons in vision systems [9]. These insights teach us almost as much about vision tasks as about deep learning.

The study of interpreting deep models and features is mostly absent from robotics literature. While the features learned by deep models for image classification and NLP tasks are extensively studied by computer scientists, it is difficult to find publications examining features learned by models trained for robotics problems like manipulation, control, and localization. This may be due to the difficulty in comprehending the features and feature spaces learned by techniques such as reinforcement learning, but there has been recent work into visualizing and understanding some such features and learning processes [10]. The outputs of deep reinforcement learning, policies, seem to be more easily interpreted; roboticists may soon learn from policies learned in robotics applications just as professional Go players are learning from the strategies of DeepMind’s AlphaGo [11].

B. Deep Learning Research Does Not Impede Research into Developing Safe and Versatile Robots

Another criticism of deep learning among roboticists has been that such systems lack provable robustness guarantees and versatility. Some may argue that deep learning research produces robots that perform well in certain environments but have unknown failure modes and are limited to specific tasks; if these issues were insurmountable, time spent researching deep methods might be better spent improving the performance of more versatile and well understood models. However, one should not assume these issues cannot be solved through studying different model structures or learning strategies. Some successes in producing calibrated uncertainty estimates for deep neural network outputs [12], and developing deep models that can be easily transferred to new tasks and robots [13], suggest it may eventually be possible to develop deep learning systems with probabilistic safety guarantees and high versatility. Additionally, this criticism neglects considering other methods of incorporating deep learning into robots; for example, neural networks have been used to learn optimal control policies while guaranteeing safety and stability [14].
III. Arguments Supporting the Role of Deep Learning in Robotics Research

A. Data-driven Behaviors Are as Essential as Model-driven Behaviors for Developing Intelligent Robots

There is an old rivalry between data-driven (e.g., deep learning) and model-driven (rule based) approaches in the field of AI; however, in a robotic system both data-driven and model-driven behaviours are essential. One goal of roboticists is to construct robots which obey specific rules but also learn new behaviours online. This saves roboticists from needing to model every new task, and leads to versatile robots that autonomously learn behaviours difficult to describe through rules (e.g., picking up an object with unique geometry). A data-driven approach is ideal for developing robots that learn through demonstration, observation, or trial and error. Research has also shown that data-driven approaches can create systems which better agree with human intuition and behaviour than handcrafted models [15], suggesting they could improve human-robot interaction.

Many new scientific insights are required to fully leverage deep learning in robotic systems. For example, what features of a new task or robot affect the difficulty of re-purposing a pretrained deep model for it? Answering such questions is a role suited to roboticists deeply familiar with the tasks, physics, and systems involved, motivating the involvement of roboticists in deep learning research. Furthermore, the answers to many such questions will be easier to identify after observing how well different deep learning approaches solve a variety of robotics problems, and these observations are being made daily thanks to the pervasiveness of deep learning research among roboticists.

B. Deep Learning Gives Insights into the Complex Probabilistic Nature of Robot Interactions with the World

A major advancement in robotics was the adoption of probabilistic modelling techniques such as the particle filter [16]. While roboticists have physical models for many processes, such as locomotion, the uncertainty involved in the actual execution of most processes is too complicated to model analytically. Probabilistic modelling techniques better approximate a robot’s state given a simple process model of how it changes based on time and actions. These probabilistic models led to many robotics insights into areas like active learning, in which a robot takes actions specifically to reduce its own uncertainty about its own state or the world so that it can operate more robustly.

Deep learning techniques solve similar problems to these probabilistic models in far more complex settings. For example, supervised deep learning systems replace the need for a model of a process with the need for labelled input/output pairs, and learn a good approximation of the process; this is useful when a good model cannot easily be described analytically. Some work has demonstrated that these systems can estimate uncertainties inherent to the modelled process [12], and they can also be used to estimate the sensitivity of the process outputs to input variations. Better understanding the probabilistic nature of robotic processes will provide insights into robust vision and actuation systems, among others. One application of this was an autonomous vehicle that could estimate its own uncertainty in highly complex tasks, such as predicting another vehicles motion, and use this uncertainty to inform both its decisions and the passengers [17].

IV. Conclusions

It is argued that deep learning research can provide scientific insights into robotics problems, and is in fact essential to enable and study new data-driven behaviours in robots and to understand the uncertainty in more complex interactions between a robot and its environment. Much of this research, such as understanding the learned features and uncertainty estimates, requires specific domain knowledge regarding the tasks, robots, and physics involved, so these scientific insights are best gained through encouraging roboticists to explore and pursue deep learning research.
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